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Commence Fire

EMAIL Rifles@OutdoorSG.com

INSTAGRAM, TWITTER @RifleShooterMag

FACEBOOK facebook.com/RifleShooterMag

SNAIL MAIL RifleShooter, P.O. Box 271245, Fort Collins, CO 80527

ADDRESS CHANGES/SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS

EMAIL RFLcustseRv@CDSFuLFiLLment.com

SNAIL MAIL RifleShooter, P.O. Box 37539, Boone, IA 50037-0539

More Background
I really like Craig Boddington’s articles, and I usually read 
them first. His latest on twist rates boggles this begin-
ner’s mind! I can see that a heavier bullet might drop 
faster than a lighter one. Or that momentum might keep 
a heavier bullet on course longer, but I don’t understand 
why a longer or shorter barrel or a faster or slower twist 
rate might make a bullet tumble. Nor do I understand how 
to figure optimum bullet weight vs barrel length vs twist 
rate. Nor do I understand why my 10/22 has a 1:16 twist 
rate while my .223 has a 1:8 rate.

John Dodds, California

Hi, Mr. Dodds: Sorry you found that article confusing. 

Sometimes we assume everyone is at a certain level when 

that’s not always the case. We’ll try to do better next time.

Ye Olde EtronX
It would be interesting to see an article about the Rem-
ington EtronX rifle. Perhaps thoughts on why it failed. 
How many were sold? Were there other electronic ignition 
firearms? Are any other manufacturers considering elec-
tronic ignition? Are primers still available? What did own-
ers do with their rifles if no ammo was available? Could 
they convert them to traditional ignition, or are they stuck 
with a wallhanger? The EtronX was a bold if unsuccessful 
innovation. Will we still be using mechanical locks 100 
years from now?

Dave Hamilton

6.8 Western
Got a lot of feedback on our post on the 6.8 Western (sec-
ond from r., compared to 6.5 Creedmoor, .270 Win., 6.5 
PRC and 7mm Rem. Mag.) For an early look at this new 
round, see “Cartridge Clash” on page 10.

These guys keep coming up with new cartridges and you just 

have to try them out! When will it stop? Mommmm!—Michael

Nice. Think I will stick with my .30-06, thank you.—Norman

My 7mm SAUM is basically the same as that, so why?—Charlie

How does it do against the 7mm STW?—Jon

CONTACT US

NOW AT RIFLESHOOTERMAG.COM

Mossberg MVP Scout

Hornady Subsonic Rifle

INDUSTRY NEWS

Wilson Combat is expanding its 

Berryville, Arkansas, plant by 

16,000 square feet—a gain of 

about 20 percent. The expan-

sion will house new automated 

machining and grinding centers to 

enhance parts production. Wilson 

currently employs more than 200 

people at its facility.

Kimber is moving its official cor-

porate headquarters to Troy, Ala-

bama, where a 225,000 square-

foot facility will house R&D and 

manufacturing operations. Kimber 

cited area engineering schools as 

well as gun- and business-friendly 

support from the city and state as 

reasons for the move.
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ROCK RIVER ARMS 

DEPARTS FROM 

ITS AR HERITAGE 

TO BUILD A TOP-

FLIGHT CHASSIS 

RIFLE, THE NEW 

RBG-1S.
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by James Tarr ____________

W
ith the RBG—Rock Bolt 

Gun—Rock River Arms 

just didn’t enter the 

precision bolt-action 

rifle market. It has 

jumped in with both feet and started 

splashing around. The company has 

been working on this project for several 

years. While its people had a good idea 

of what they wanted in the finished 

product, their struggle was in picking 

the components that would provide the 

performance they were looking for.

In the end they spared no expense 

in selecting those components, and if 

you’re in the market for a factory rifle 

suitable for long-range shooting and 

competition right out of the box, a 

factory rifle capable of competing with 

custom offerings, you should take a look 

at this gun.

The RBG-1S—the first in a planned 

series of bolt guns—is far from a retro 

or old-school rifle. Rock River Arms 

provides a sub-m.o.a. accuracy guar-

antee with these rifles, and a test target 

showing a 0.44-inch three-shot group 

with Copper Creek handloaded Hornady 

A-Tip bullets was provided with my test 

rifle.

The RBG-1S is available in .308 

Win./7.62x51 and 6.5 Creedmoor, with 

a 20-, 22- or 24-inch barrel, and a black, 

green or tan stock. Rock River Arms sent 

me a 6.5 Creedmoor rifle with a tan stock 

and 24-inch barrel for testing. This rifle is 

fed by a 10-round AICS-pattern detach-

able box magazine. It weighs 10.2 pounds 

empty and is 43.5 inches long.

The barrels on all the RBGs are from 

Wilson Combat and are stainless steel 

and air-gauged for precision. Rock River 

does the final chambering and finish 

work in-house for more control over 

the finished product. The barrel has a 

1:8 twist and is threaded at the muzzle 

5/8x24. The thread protector extends a 

bit beyond the barrel to help protect the 

crown.

These barrels are cryo treated. This 

process involves bringing the tempera-

ture of the steel to minus 300 degrees 

via liquid nitrogen and kept there for 24 

hours. This deep freeze reduces inher-

ent stresses in the barrel steel, and 

testing shows it seems to increase the 

accuracy of every barrel that undergoes 

the process. Cryo treating is a one-time, 

permanent process, and it’s good for the 

life of the barrel.

This top-of-the-line barrel is mated to 

a fabulous action. While you’ll see only 

the Rock River name on the side, these 

actions are actually the TL3 from Bighorn 

Arms. The TL3 is one of the most popular 

actions with the precision rifle crowd—at 

least those with some money to spend, as 

the bare action alone starts at $1,250.

This receiver is constructed of 416 

stainless steel. The action sports a spiral 

fluted bolt body, interchangeable floating 

bolt head, controlled-round feed and a 

fixed ejector mounted in the receiver. The 

extractor is big and beefy, a piece of hard-

ened steel protected and strengthened by 

two ridges in the bolt head.

The smooth bolt handle is large but 

not too large, and it unscrews if you want 

to swap it out for a different size or shape. 

(Bighorn Arms sells a half-dozen differ-

ent bolt knobs.) The bolt movement is 

buttery smooth, but that’s to be expected 

with such a high-end action. There is a 

two-position safety—forward for Fire—

and you can’t engage the safety if the 

firing pin isn’t cocked.

The barrel threads into the receiver, 

and then an external barrel nut is tight-

ened down to keep everything in place. 

The barrel is marked for caliber on the 

right side, just forward of the barrel nut.

The receiver comes with an aluminum 

Picatinny rail with 20 m.o.a. built into 

it for long-distance shooting. Standard 

scope base holes are drilled into the re-

ceiver if you want to go with conventional 

ring mounts. 

The barreled action is mounted in 

a Kinetic Research Group Whiskey-3 

chassis stock that alone retails for $899. 

This chassis has aluminum bedding for 

the action. In fact, the chassis itself is a 

huge piece of aluminum that reaches all 

the way to the end of the fore-end, and 

the polymer stock pieces simply attach to 

that chassis.

Of course, the barrel free-floats above 

the fore-end. The fore-end has a QD sling 
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